
130 Countries 
5 Million Acres
The commercial drone industry is 
growing dramatically. In March, we 
announced that DroneDeploy users 
had mapped 2 million acres, a 
milestone that took 16 months to 
reach. Now just 4 months later our 
users have more than doubled the 
mapped area in a quarter of the time. 
We hope you enjoy these industry 
trends based on usage data, showing 
how drone adoption is evolving.
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Industries Embracing Drones 

More than Just a Pretty Picture 

New Emerging Drone Adopters

Drone Adop2on Leaders 
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Mining
Monitoring excavation, 
measuring aggregate 
volumes, safety and 
compliance. 

Oil & Gas
Mapping pipeline 
locations, monitoring 
construction and 
inspecting infrastructure.

Surveying
Surveying land to establish 
topographic maps and 
current-state for planning 
and development.

Agriculture

Crop scouting, 
developing variable rate 
prescriptions, estimating 
yields.

Education
Environmental and other 
research, mapping and 
GIS instruction.

Construction
Site planning, monitoring 
construction progress, 
measuring materials 
stockpiles.

Emergency
Search and rescue, 
disaster reflief planning, 
and management.

Drone Service
Drone companies that fly 
and generate maps for 
clients in a variety of 
industries.

Inspection & Insurance
Risk and loss assesment 
for buildings, utilities and 
other infrastructure.

Real Estate
Mapping and 3D modeling 
for development planning 
and marketing.

Agricultural Drone Usage

Regional Acres Mapped Varies by Season
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5 Million
Acres Mapped

FAA Part 107 
Rule

2 Million Acres 
Mapped

1,000 km of 
Highway Mapped

Jan

2015

Part 107 is about to dramatically 
simplify commercial drone 
regulations in the U.S., and it won’t be 
long until drones on the job are a 
common sight. 

Entering the Commercial 
Mainstream

There’s immense value in simply having an aerial view of your job site, but many businesses are going 
a step further. Increasingly, companies are leveraging cloud-based maps as powerful tools for 
measurement and collabora2on.

In addi2on to crop scou2ng and yield es2ma2on, new uses for drones in agriculture are emerging, including 
plant coun2ng and stand establishment analysis. 
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Fastest Growing Industries by Maps Created

Mining  Inspection Oil & Gas

The way I see it, DroneDeploy is insurance for the 

insurer. By being easy to use and automating the 

data collection, DroneDeploy saves time and allows 

the experts to focus on their core job - assessing and 

valuing the damages. 

This drone map helped save an insurance 
company €99,985,000 — Read the story

“

“
Emilien Rose
CEO and founder, Dronotec

This map combined with drone-based plant 

counting helped a grower identify that 26% of 

his tomato plants were failing — Read the story

Integrating Drone Data Into Workflows

In recent months, the number of DroneDeploy maps exported has exploded. Leading businesses are 
extracting deeper value from drone maps and 3D models by importing them into their respective 
industry-standard tools and combining them with other datasets.

New Drone Hardware
1. DJI

5.  Parrot

4.  AgEagle

3.  3DR

2.  Sensefly

Top Drones
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1. DJI

5.  Mapir

4.  GoPro

3.  Sony

2.  Canon
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Top Cameras

Commercial Drone Industry Trends Commercial Drone Industry Trends

Drone Hardware Evolution 
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increase in the % of maps 
with measurements2X

3X
Among maps with measurements, the average number 
of measurements increased from 6 to 12.

increase in the average number 
of measurements per map 

Area

Volume

Location

Line

Measurement Types

Has fast become the most 
commonly used 
measurement, frequently 
used in construction and 
mining for measuring 
stockpile volumes.

Volume Measurement

44%

12%

21%23%

Location Markers
Are the second most used annotation type, 

great for ground-truthing, keeping track of 

notes in the field, and collaborating with others.

Matt Klaassen
@mattklaassen21

@DroneDeploy helped find variability in corn.
Shorter plant came from red area which 
happens to be low/wet ground.

Major construction company Brasfield & Gorrie exports 
3D point clouds to compare actual site conditions to 
design plans. Read the story

3D Model

Exported to:

RTI Forensics uses drone maps to investigate accidents 
like plane and ship crashes, and may need to print them 
for court proceedings or to send to clients or government 
agencies. Read the story

Orthomosaic, 2D Map

Esri

Exported to:

Agronomists compare drone-based plant health data to 
soil data in order to make more accurate nutrient 
prescriptions. Read the story

A quarry uses a drone to generate highly accurate 
contour maps that can be seamlessly imported to their 
Carlson mining software — all for ⅓ to ¼ the cost of 
traditional methods. Read the story

Plant Health Elevation Data

Exported to: Exported to:

Email Print Autodesk

SST Ag Leader ArcGIS ArcGISCarlson

Improvements in the drone hardware space are 

adding more robust capabilities for commercial 

users, including sense and avoid technology, 

improved accuracy with RTK GPS, and new 

sensors like multi-spectral and thermal 

cameras.

To learn how DroneDeploy can help put
your drone to work visit 
www.dronedeploy.com 
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Acres Mapped Fixed WingQuadcopter Quadcopters Dominate

Although many see fixed-wing drones 

as more robust for commercial 

applications, the data shows that the 

overwhelming majority of maps are 

made by quadcopters, which are more 

agile and easy to use.

Drone Service Providers Are Specializing 

This increase seems to reflect not only increased adoption of drones in-house within specific 

industries, but also increased specialization among service providers, to the point that they 

identify more with the industry they serve.

increase in the share of maps made by users from identified industries, 

as opposed to self-identified drone service providers. 
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https://blog.dronedeploy.com/drone-map-saves-insurance-company-99-985-000-9c66094a097
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/drone-based-plant-count-increases-accountability-d48ed60033b6#.awnd81w1b
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/pioneering-drones-for-forensic-inspection-97ba36fbcc50#.fk6bxx2k2
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/drone-helps-verify-earthwork-at-hospital-construction-site-d7bad9181e04#.ow3fjm19a
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/drone-helps-verify-earthwork-at-hospital-construction-site-d7bad9181e04#.ow3fjm19a
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/pioneering-drones-for-forensic-inspection-97ba36fbcc50#.mnjlvhwqa
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/drone-based-plant-count-increases-accountability-d48ed60033b6#.e1h3hpv0j
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/drone-map-saves-insurance-company-99-985-000-9c66094a097#.o6v8qpva5
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/soil-sampling-drone-mapping-combine-to-deliver-better-prescriptions-e2aac3307e46#.wnpjrmafe
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/soil-sampling-drone-mapping-combine-to-deliver-better-prescriptions-e2aac3307e46#.wnpjrmafe
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/a-perfect-match-winning-a-mining-client-with-an-accurate-contour-map-c4e0aa9dcd8d#.434kjoba8
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/a-perfect-match-winning-a-mining-client-with-an-accurate-contour-map-c4e0aa9dcd8d#.434kjoba8
http://www.dronedeploy.com
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/mapping-1-000-km-of-highway-with-a-drone-a1062d7fc531#.8n5yr7118
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/dronedeploy-reveals-commercial-drone-industry-trends-1358b15ab824#.tjbv8elqy
https://blog.dronedeploy.com/faa-dramatically-reduces-restrictions-on-commercial-drones-4f5f3080bd3#.cyukvmyxk
https://medium.com/p/80734e446273/edit



